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We report the preparation of (Bi,Pr)(Fe,Mn)O3(BPFM)/SrRuO3 (SRO)-Pt/CoFe2O4(CFO) layered

film structure on (100) SrTiO3 substrate by pulsed laser deposition method and their structural and

electrical properties. Favorable ferroelectric properties of BPFM were observed in the layered film

structure with (100)-oriented growth of BPFM, SRO, and CFO. Variation of polarization vs electric

field loops of BPFM by applying DC magnet field was observed, and the remnant polarization was

found to increase by 3% with increasing the applied magnetic field from 0 to 10 kOe. The

magnetoelectric coefficient in the present structure was estimated to be 1.5 V/(cmOe). VC 2012
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4730334]

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiferroic materials, which exhibit simultaneous fer-

roelectric and ferromagnetic behaviors, have attracted much

attention for innovative electronic device application in data

storage, sensors, and actuators.1–5 Multiferroic materials are

capable of producing magnetoelectric (ME) effect which ex-

hibit an induced polarization (magnetization) under external

magnetic field (electric field).1–9 However, it is not easy to

realize the coexistence of sufficient ferroelectric and ferro-

magnetic properties in the single-phase materials,2,7 although

the ME effect has a long research history since the discovery

in Cr2O3 in 1960 s.4,5 Compared with single-phase material,

mixing ferroelectric material with ferromagnetic one into

composite is an effective and simple route to achieve multi-

ferroic properties at room temperature.9–14 In addition, the

composite multiferroic materials are capable of producing

the ME effect through the strain-coupling between the ferro-

electric and ferromagnetic phases.9–14

In recent years, the most widely studied composite mul-

tiferroic materials are nanopillars and layered film struc-

ture.14 The self-assembled composite films consist of

ferromagnetic nanopillars embedded in a ferroelectric ma-

trix. In self-assembled composite films, it is not easy to

observe sufficient ME effect due to leakage current through

the low-resistive ferromagnetic parts and impurity

phases.14–17 On the other hand, the ME effect in layered film

structure is expected to be superior to nanopillars structure

since the ferroelectric layer can easily be electrically poled

without influences of low-resistive ferromagnetic parts and

impurity phase in the composite structure.18–21

In past, we have proposed a simple artificially layered

film structure consisting of ferroelectric BiFeO3 (BFO),

bottom electrode Pt, and ferromagnetic CoFe2O4 (CFO), and

prepared that structure on a SrTiO3 (STO) substrate by

pulsed laser deposition.22 Due to the electrical separation of

the BFO and CFO in the structure, an efficient application of

the electric field to the BFO was realized. As a result, the

well-saturated hysteresis loops in the polarization vs electric

field (P-E) and magnetization vs magnetic field (M-H) curves

coexisted at room temperature. CFO is known to have a large

magnetostriction constant in oxide ferromagnetic materials.

Therefore, in that structure, it is expected that CFO provides

a large stress to BFO by applying the magnetic field, sug-

gesting a large ME effect through the strain-coupling. In the

composite multiferroic materials, there have been several

reports concerning the modulation of electric polarization

and dielectric constant in the material by AC magnetic

field.3,4,9,14 However, changes of electric polarization by

applying the DC magnetic field have not been reported in the

literature. Therefore, in this work, we report a variation of

the electrical polarization in artificially layered film structure

by applying the DC magnetic field.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

For large strain-coupling between BFO and CFO, small

lattice mismatch between the materials in the layered film

structure is required. We have chosen pseudo-perovskite

SrRuO3 (SRO) as a bottom electrode material, because of

the small lattice mismatch between BFO and SRO (lattice

mismatch 0.75%). For suppression of the leakage current in

the BFO thin film, we have used (Pr, Mn)-codoped BFO

(BPFM) as a ferroelectric material.23 BPFM, SRO, and CFO

films were deposited on the (100) STO substrates by pulsed

laser deposition (PLD). On the other hand, it is difficult to

crystalize the SRO on the CFO due to a large lattice mis-

match between SRO and CFO (lattice mismatch 5.3%).

Since the epitaxial growth of Pt on the CFO has reported in
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our previous work,22 ultrathin Pt (less than 5 nm) seed layer

was deposited on the CFO for crystallizing the SRO. Sin-

tered ceramics with compositions of (Bi1.0Pr0.1)

(Fe0.97Mn0.03)O3, SrRuO3, and CoFe2O4 were used as PLD

targets for BPFM, SRO, and CFO films, respectively. The

detailed deposition conditions and film thickness of BPFM,

SRO, Pt, and CFO are summarized in Table I. For compari-

son, we have prepared the BPFM film on the SRO-coated

STO substrate without CFO film and investigated their

properties. Au top electrodes were deposited by thermal

evaporation on the surface of BPFM film, resulting in the

metal-insulator-metal capacitors structure.

The crystal structure of specimen was determined by

x-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu Ka radiation h–2h using

XD-D1 (Shimadzu). The ferroelectric properties were meas-

ured by using ferroelectric test system FCE-3 (Toyo). For

characterization of ME effect in the present structure, the fer-

roelectric properties were measured with applying the DC

magnetic field (0 to 10 kOe) at room temperature. Then, the

magnetic field was applied to the specimen along the in-

plane direction by using the vibrating sample magnetometer

VSM-5 (Tamakawa).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure1 shows the XRD patterns of the BPFM/SRO-Pt/

CFO layered film and the BPFM/SRO film on the STO sub-

strate. As shown in Fig. 1(a), in the BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO lay-

ered film, the BPFM, SRO, and CFO were (100)-oriented on

the STO substrate without impurity phases and other orienta-

tions. It seems that the BPFM and SRO were epitaxially

grown on the CFO due to the ultrathin Pt seed layer in the

present structure. Also, in the BPFM/SRO layered film, both

BPFM and SRO show (100)-orientation on the STO

substrate.

Figure 2(a) shows the P-E curves of film capacitors

measured with 5 kHz at room temperature. The BPFM/

SRO-Pt/CFO layered film indicates well saturated hysteresis

loop, which is almost same as that of the BPFM/SRO layered

film. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the leakage current

of the BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered film is almost same as

that of the BPFM/SRO layered film. These results indicate

that the ferroelectric properties in the BPFM film are main-

tained even in the CFO-coated STO substrate. The remnant

polarization 2Pr and the coercive field 2Ec in the BPFM/

SRO-Pt/CFO layered film were approximately 100 lC/cm2

and 520 kV/cm at the maximum electric field of 750 kV/cm,

respectively.

TABLE I. Deposition conditions and thickness for BPFM, SRO, Pt, and

CFO films.

BPFM SRO Pt CFO

Laser KrF excimer (248 nm)

Laser energy (mJ) 100 120 130 130

Repetition rate (Hz) 5 2 5 5

Substrate temperature (�C) 600 700 600 700

O2 pressure during deposition (Torr) 0.1 0.1 Vac. 0.03

Thickness (nm) 360 30 <5 200

FIG. 1. XRD patterns for (a) BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered film and (b)

BPFM/SRO layered film on the STO substrates.

FIG. 2. (a) P-E and (b) J-E curves for BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered film and

BPFM/SRO layered film on the STO substrates.
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In ferroelectrics, it is occasionally observed that the

remnant polarization and coercive field are changed with

initial multiple applications of the electric field, and then

those are stabilized. This phenomenon might be caused by

instability of domain wall pinning sites.24 As mentioned

later, in the measurement of the ME effect for specimen,

P-E curves were repeatedly measured under the magnetic

field. Hence, it is difficult to judge the origin (ME effect or

not) for slight change of remnant polarization and coercive

field under the magnetic fields. Thus, we investigated the

number of applied electric field cycles dependence of 2Pr

and 2Ec in the specimen. As shown in Fig. 3, 2Pr and 2Ec

rapidly decrease during the region of 0 to 20 cycles, and

then 2Pr and 2Ec are almost kept constant with variation of

0.1%–0.3%. Hence, for investigation of the ME effect, the

magnetic field dependences of P-E curves were measured

after applying the bipolar electric field of 500 kV/cm with

20 cycles.

Figure 4 shows the P-E curves of specimen at the maxi-

mum electric field of 500 kV/cm with and without magnetic

field of 10 kOe. As shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), in the

BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered film, the polarization value in

the curve was increased by applying the magnetic field.

Increments of 2Pr, polarization at maximum electric field

2 Pm, and maximum polarization in the curve 2PM were 2.0,

1.8, and 1.8 lC/cm2, respectively. By contrast, as shown in

Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), in the BPFM/SRO layered film on the

STO substrate, no changes of P-E curves by applying the

magnetic field were observed.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the applied magnetic field

dependence of 2Pr and 2Ec of BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered

film. With increasing the applied magnetic field, 2Pr was lin-

early increased while 2Ec was not changed. Then, the

observed variation of 2Ec under the magnetic field is only

0.2%, which is equivalent to the error limits above 20 cycles

shown in the Fig. 3(a). On the other hand, 2Pr was found to

be increased by 3% at the maximum magnetic field of

10 kOe, which is 10 times larger than the error limits. In

addition, 2Pr was reversibly decreased when the applied

magnetic field was decreased from 10 to 0 kOe as shown in

the figure. In the case of BPFM/SRO layered film on the

STO substrate, neither 2Pr nor 2Ec was not changed with

applying the magnetic field (shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)),

and the variations of 2Pr and 2Ec under magnetic field were

only 0.3%–0.5%, suggesting that the ME effect in BPFM/

SRO layered film is unable to be observed with magnetic

fields less than 10 kOe.

As origin of observed increase of polarization by

applying the magnetic field, we consider it is mainly caused

by the strain transfer from CFO to BPFM in the present

structure. At first, by applying the magnetic field along the

in-plane direction, CFO shows in-plane compressive strain

due to the negative magnetostriction constant of CFO.25

Then, the compressive strain of CFO provides in-plane com-

pressive stress to the BPFM film through the SRO-Pt layer.

Subsequently, BPFM film has in-plane compressive and

out-of-plane tensile stress, indicating the tetragonal distor-

tion. The unit cell of the BPFM is expanded to the out-of-

plane direction. As a result, the polarization induced by

electric field along the out-of-plane direction was enhanced

by expanding of the unit cell due to the strain transfer.26,27

Accordingly, we conclude that the present BPFM/SRO-Pt/

CFO layered film showed the ME effect through the strain-

coupling.

ME coefficient aE of multiferroelectric materials was

generally defined as an equation aE¼DE/DH, where DH and

DE are the change in the applying AC magnetic field and the

corresponding change under the AC magnetic field, respec-

tively.14 Here, to determine the DC aE of the present struc-

ture, DE was estimated by applied electric field (E)

dependence of 2Pr without magnetic field shown in the

inset to Fig. 6. Using the linear fit of E-2Pr curve

(2Pr¼ 0.1124 Eþ 1.284), DE was estimated via the change

in 2Pr (D2Pr) for deviation of applied magnetic field (DH).

Estimated aE of BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered thin films as a

function of the applied magnetic field is shown in Fig. 6. As

can be seen, regardless of the applied magnetic field, the ME

FIG. 3. 2Pr and 2Ec as a function of number of applied electric field cycles

for (a) BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered film and (b) BPFM/SRO layered film on

the STO substrates.
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coefficient was about 1.5 V/(cmOe). That agrees with simple

increase of 2Pr for the applied magnetic field shown in

Fig. 5(a).

In order to realize the large ME coefficient in the present

structure, it is required to enhance the strain-coupling

between BFO and CFO. For that requirement, bottom elec-

trode film (serving as a buffer layer) must satisfy both thin-

ner structure and good conductivity. In addition, it is

necessary to investigate the microstructure (especially, inter-

face state) of layered films by using direct observation

techniques such as HR-TEM since the defects in the inter-

face easily degrade the mechanical coupling of each layer.

Hence, it is required to investigate the influences of bottom

electrode thickness on both strain-coupling and ferroelectri-

city, thorough the characterization of microstructure of

specimen.

FIG. 4. P-E curves at the maximum

electric field of 500 kV/cm with and

without magnetic field of 10 kOe for (a)

and (b) BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered film

and (c) and (d) BPFM/SRO layered film

on the STO substrates.

FIG. 5. Applied magnetic field depend-

ence of 2Pr and 2Ec for (a) and (b)

BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered film and (c)

and (d) BPFM/SRO layered film on the

STO substrates.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have prepared the BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered

thin films on the STO substrate by PLD method and inves-

tigated its structural and electrical properties. BPFM,

SRO, and CFO showed (100)-oriented growth on the STO

substrate without impurity phases and other orientation

components, and favorable ferroelectric properties of

BPFM in the layered film structure were observed. By

applying the DC magnet field, the variation of P-E curves

was observed, and the 2Pr increases by 3% at the maxi-

mum applied magnetic field of 10 kOe. Accordingly, in

BPFM/SRO-Pt/CFO layered thin films, the strain-coupling

ME effect was observed, and the ME coefficient was esti-

mated to be 1.5 V/(cmOe).
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